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Solar Vigil Panes are perfect for grave sites, head 
stones, memorial sites, gardens, weddings, 

anniversaries and more.
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Sample Quotes

Love as powerful as your mother’s for you leaves its own mark. To have been loved so 
deeply, even though the person who loved us is gone, will give us some protection forever.

J.K. Rowling

A flower bloomed, already wilting. Beginning its life with an early ending.
R.J. Gonzales

My father gave me the greatest gift a person could ever give another, he believed in me.
J. Valviao

Truly I say unto you, today you will be with me in paradise. Luke 23:43

Wish not so much to live long as to live well. Benjamin Franklin

All the art of living lies in the fine mingling of letting go and holding on.
Havelock Ellis

There are no happy endings. Endings are the saddest part. So just give me a happy middle 
and a very happy start. Shel Silverstein

I’ll be seeing you in all the old familiar places that this heart of mine embraces all day 
through. Billie Holiday

One more day, one more time, one more sunset, maybe I’ll be satisfied. But then again I know 
what I would do, leave me wishing still for one more day with you. Diamond Rio

Where you used to be there is a hole in the world which I find myself constantly walking 
around in the daytime and falling into at night. I miss you like hell. Edna St. Vincent 
Millay

Someday soon, we all will be together if the fates allow. Until then we’ll have to muddle 
through somehow. Ella Fitzgerald

If there ever comes a day where we can’t be together. Keep me in your heart, I’ll stay there 
forever. A.A. Milne
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T1 Forever in our hearts.

T2 Adoring husband, Proud father.

T3 Together forever.

T4 Come back. Even as a shadow, even as a dream.
Euripides

T5 Thank you for warming our hearts.



The song is ended but the melody lingers on. Irving Berlin

They existed. We can be. Be and be better. For they existed.
Maya Angelou

He spoke well who said that graves are the footprints of angels.
H. W. Longfellow

Dogs are not our whole life, but they make our lives whole. Roger Caras

To get a dog is to open yourself to profound joy and, prospectively, to equally profound 
sadness. Marjorie Garber

There are some who bring a light so great to the world that even after they have gone the 
light remains. Unknown

I built a tiny garden in a corner of my heart, and never was it perfect until you entered there.
Beulah Malkin

If I could hear the song you sing and your laughter bless my ears, then grief would lose its 
sting and a smile would dry my tears. Bill Marshall

To see you laugh and hear you sing in God’s presence is my dream.
Vivian Ross

In the garden of memory, in the palace of dreams… that is where you and I shall meet.
Lewis Carrol

Only in the darkness can you see the stars. Martin Luther King
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Sample Quotes

How lucky I am to have something that makes saying 
goodbye so hard. “Winnie The Pooh”
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T30 I will build you an alter with the broken pieces of my heart.
Rabbi Yehuda HaChasid
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T32 Truly I say unto you, today you will be with me in paradise.
Luke 23:43

I love you every day. Now I also miss you every day. 
Mitch Albom



Growing Local BusinessChennLabs@GMail.com

Chenn Labs Personalized Solar 
Vigil Pane Pricing Sheet

$99 Standard Vigil Pane includes a complete frame, digital 
processing/layout into a template and  the printed pane.

$32/hr Additional Processing includes processing image repairs, 
multiple images edited for a single pane. More than expected 

reworks. Most requests would not take more than 30 minutes to 
complete and can be quoted at the time of the request. 

$17 Standard Flat Rate Shipping to continental U.S.


